
NOTE: SOME OF THESE ARE
INTENTIONALLY VAGUE SO

YOU CAN PICK THINGS WITH
THESE IDEAS AS INSPIRATION

VS A SPECIFIC TOPIC!
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TOPICS
FOR 
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BLOGGERS

Behavior Chains01

Cheap behaviors vs expensive behaviors02

Building Reinforcers03

Choosing reinforcers: What to use when04

Baby dog - where should I start?05

Problem solving (what’s a common problem in your sport? How do you train it?)06

Next Dog - What factors do you consider when getting a new dog?07

Evaluating your current dog08

Prepping for competition - what’s the hardest thing in your sport?09

What’s your favorite thing to train? Why?10

Share a training mistake you’ve made - how would you handle it today instead?11

What’s something you’ve learned or been reminded of recently in training?12

Last thing you’ve trained - break down a recent training session13

What to train? How do you decide what to train, when, why?14

Foundation behaviors15

Training plans16

Training away from home17

Splitting vs lumping18

Your first competition19

Proudest moment with your dog20

Share a resource! Where you do turn to keep learning?21

Coolest trick / skill / concept you’ve ever taught22

What’s something you do differently (in dog training)? Why?23

Debunk a common myth in training24
Last thing you helped a student fix - leave the student anonymous unless you
have permission, but share the problem solving process or problem-solution!25

Frustration in training (on the dog’s side)26

Frustration in training (on the dog’s side)27

When to quit28

House skills / pet dog skills vs competition skills29

How did you get started?30

What introduced you to positive training?31
Mentors: what’s something you learned from a mentor or someone you look
up to in dog training?32

Training is hard33

Training Pet Peeves34

Behaviors you can’t live without35

Clean training - what’s it look like?36

Cues!37

Adapting your training based on the dog38

Balanced Training39

Precision vs. Enthusiasm40

CERs41

Cross training - multiple sports: yes or no?

When are you ready to trial?43
I wish i knew… (before your first trial? Before your first dog? Before you got a dog
of X breed?)44

Making time to train45

X things to train on a rainy day OR rainy day dog training46

Training for distractions47

Preparing for the ring48

Training strengths and weaknesses49

Routines and dogs50

Split-second decisions51

R+ in the big wide world52
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